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ABSTRACT

Objective: We sought to assess the need for additional coverage of dietary supplements (DS) in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) by investigating (1) the overlap between the integrated Dietary Supplements Knowledge base (iDISK) DS ingredient terminology and the UMLS and (2) the coverage of iDISK and the UMLS over DS mentions in the biomedical literature.

Materials and Methods: We estimated the overlap between iDISK and the UMLS by mapping iDISK to the UMLS using exact and normalized strings. The coverage of iDISK and the UMLS over DS mentions in the biomedical literature was evaluated via a DS named-entity recognition (NER) task within PubMed abstracts.

Results: The coverage analysis revealed that only 30% of iDISK terms can be matched to the UMLS, although these cover over 99% of iDISK concepts. A manual review revealed that a majority of the unmatched terms represented new synonyms, rather than lexical variants. For NER, iDISK nearly doubles the precision and achieves a higher F1 score than the UMLS, while maintaining a competitive recall.

Discussion: While iDISK has significant concept overlap with the UMLS, it contains many novel synonyms. Furthermore, almost 3000 of these overlapping UMLS concepts are missing a DS designation, which could be provided by iDISK. The NER experiments show that the specialization of iDISK is useful for identifying DS mentions.

Conclusions: Our results show that the DS representation in the UMLS could be enriched by adding DS designations to many concepts and by adding new synonyms.
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INTRODUCTION

Background and significance

The Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act of 1994 defines dietary supplements (DS) as products ingested or administered to the body that contain a “dietary ingredient.” This includes vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and herbs or botanicals, as well as other substances that can be used to supplement the diet.1 A total of 49% of the total U.S. population uses DS (men 44%, women 53%), according to the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.2 DS are primarily considered as food, compared with prescription and over-the-counter drugs, and are regulated by the
The high utilization of DS alongside less stringent regulation compared with drugs makes it difficult to navigate the terminology surrounding DS. Ingredients are referred to in a number of ways (eg, ginkgo, maidenhair tree, baiguo), with derivative ingredients (eg, ginkgetin) or product names (eg, Ultra! Ginkgo) often used interchangeably. Additionally, high utilization of DS and relatively low regulation present challenges with respect to pharmacovigilance and drug safety monitoring. Drug-supplement interactions are 1 major risk, potentially putting DS users at risk of toxicity or therapeutic failure. For example, there are over 30 known DS interactions with the anticoagulant warfarin, and St. John’s wort, an herbal DS commonly used for depression symptoms, may reduce the effectiveness of certain heart medications, antihypertensives, and lipid-lowering agents. As another example, one review noted a limited capacity to find DS mentions in primary resources supporting poison control center databases, hindering the ability to respond to emergency calls related to ingestions or possible poisoning events. The ability to automatically extract DS mentions from information systems such as the biomedical literature and EHRs could improve patient outcomes by facilitating the curation of DS knowledge and flagging potential DS-related risks. To our knowledge, there does not exist a formal DS terminology, which limits the ability to further explore DS knowledge by the research community.

Standardized biomedical terminologies are important resources for facilitating cross-platform communicability and representing knowledge for healthcare providers, clinical researchers, and patients. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) integrates a number of such terminologies, such as RxNorm, SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms), and MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) under a common framework, further improving interoperability. These terminologies are also often used for natural language processing tasks such as named-entity recognition (NER) and information retrieval, providing seed terms to search for in the input text. In the specific domain of DS, our prior studies have demonstrated limited coverage of DS terms in online resources, product labeling databases (eg, Dietary Supplement Label Database), and electronic health records. Related work has provided use cases of enriching the UMLS on the specific domains. For example, a standard terminology for gastrointestinal endoscopy reporting, MST (Minimal Standard Terminology), was integrated in the 2002 UMLS Metathesaurus to support interoperability of clinical data repositories in gastroenterology. Human Phenotype Ontology, mainly used for research purposes, was investigated to map to SNOMED CT, mainly used in health care, through lexical or logical mappings.

**OBJECTIVE**

The UMLS in its current state (version 2019AB) does not contain any resources specific to DS. Additionally, while the UMLS does cover many concepts that can be considered DS, such as vitamin C (C0003968) and ginkgo (C0330206), there is no ideal way of identifying these concepts as such. We therefore assess the need for enriching the coverage of DS in the UMLS. To do this, we employ the DS ingredient terminology contained in the integrated Dietary Supplements Knowledge base (iDISK). Specifically, we analyze the coverage of iDISK against the UMLS and explore the applicability of using iDISK and UMLS terms for a DS named-entity recognition (NER) task on annotated PubMed abstracts.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

As illustrated in Figure 1, this study is broadly divided into 2 sets of experiments. First, we investigate the coverage of the iDISK DS ingredient terminology over both the entire UMLS and a subset of UMLS focused on DS. Second, in the NER experiments, we employ a keyword-lookup approach to evaluate the practical coverage of the iDISK and UMLS terminologies over mentions of DS ingredients manually annotated in 351 PubMed abstracts. We discuss the terminologies and each of these experiments in detail subsequently.

**Term lists**

This study employs 4 term lists, extracted from the UMLS and iDISK terminologies.

**UMLS**

We used the 2019AB version of the UMLS Metathesaurus.

**UMLSDistilled**

We created a subset of the UMLS that contains only the following semantic types, which apply to the domain of DS: amino acid, peptide, or protein, biologically active substance, chemical, element, ion, or isotope, hormone, immunologic factor, inorganic chemical, nucleic acid, nucleoside, or nucleotide, organic chemical, pharmacologic substance, vitamin, bacterium, fish, fungus, plant, or food.

**UMLSDs**

We further derived a subset of UMLSDistilled focused on dietary supplements, called UMLSDs, by computing the transitive closure of hierarchical relationships in the Metathesaurus, using the technique suggested in Bodenreider et al. Starting from the root concept, we add its direct children (CHD) and narrower concepts (NAR). Then, recursively, we add their children and narrower concepts until no new concepts can be added. In this application, we use the “Dietary Supplements” (C0242295) and “Vitamin” (C0042890) concepts as the roots.

**iDISK**

We extracted the DS ingredient terminology contained in iDISK 1.0.1, which was built by automatically integrating 4 well-regarded DS resources: The Natural Medicines Comprehensive Database, the “About Herbs” page on the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center website, the Dietary Supplement Label Database, and the Natural Health Products Database.

**Task 1: Coverage analysis between iDISK and UMLS**

The goal of these experiments is to investigate the alignment between the iDISK DS ingredient terminology and the UMLS. We extracted the term lists described previously from iDISK version 1.0.1 and the UMLS Metathesaurus 2019AB by obtaining each term from each concept, converting it to lowercase, and removing any terms that fully match a stop word defined in the Python Natural Language Toolkit. We also filtered terms that were a single letter, only numbers, or only punctuation. We used exact and normalized string matching to find which iDISK terms occur in the UMLS, UMLSDistilled, and UMLSDs term lists. Normalized string matching was performed by first processing the iDISK terms with LuiNorm from the SPECIALIST Lexical Tools and searching for a match in the UMLS term list. LuiNorm works by abstracting away word modifiers such as numbers, punctuation, any stop words, and any word classes such as determiners.
as plural forms, case, punctuation, and word order. For example, LuiNorm normalizes “Hedera helix leaves extract” to “extract hedera helix leaf.”

In both the UMLS and iDISK, concepts are collections of atoms. An atom is a unique combination of a term, its source vocabulary (eg, RxNorm), and its source ID. There may thus be multiple atoms with identical terms. As a consequence, we report the number and percentage of iDISK atoms and unique terms that were found in the UMLS, UMLSDistilled, and UMLSDS term lists using exact and normalized string matching. We also explore the concept alignment between iDISK and the UMLS by computing the percentage of atoms matched per iDISK concept and the number of unique UMLS concepts to which they were matched.

Qualitative analysis of unmatched iDISK terms
We performed a qualitative analysis to determine whether the unmatched iDISK terms are lexical variants or novel synonyms of existing UMLS terms. An annotator with a PharmD and an informatics background (A.B.) performed the following steps for each term in a randomly sampled subset of 1000 iDISK terms unmatched to UMLSDistilled:

1. Disambiguated the iDISK term to determine the best matching UMLS concept, if one did exist.
2. Compared the iDISK term with the atom terms of the UMLS concept to determine the variant type of the iDISK term. The possible variant types are
   a. Lexical: The iDISK term is a lexical variant of 1 or more atom strings of the UMLS concept.
   b. Synonym: The iDISK term is a novel synonym of the concept and no lexical variant of this term exists as an atom of the concept.

We report the number of terms per variant type and ingredient type.

Task 2: NER of DS mentions in PubMed abstracts
While the coverage experiments show how the UMLS and iDISK overlap, the NER experiments investigate how well each term list covers the variety of mentions present in biomedical text. The goal here is not to achieve the best performance on the NER task, but rather to explore the relative strengths and weaknesses of each term list in a practical setting. Thus, rather than using semantically and contextually aware NER methods such as neural sequence models or MetaMap (which uses a variety of heuristics), we used a simple keyword-lookup approach in order to isolate the effect of the term lists. We used an existing UMLS entity-linking tool, QuickUMLS, to perform the DS NER task as it does not use context, is designed for biomedical text, and is straightforward to modify. Unmodified QuickUMLS works by indexing the terms in the UMLS MRCONSO.RRF file to allow for quick lookup by string similarity to the input text, outputting spans in the input that exceed a string similarity threshold to 1 or more UMLS terms. Our NER implementation thus involved creating custom keyword lists of DS, loading them into QuickUMLS, and running them on a set of PubMed abstracts, treating all predicted spans as DS mentions.

System descriptions
We built the QuickUMLS NER installations using the UMLS, UMLSDistilled, UMLSDS, and iDISK term lists. We used the following QuickUMLS settings: the minimum Jaccard similarity between a term and a matched span was 0.7 of 1.0. A matched span was allowed to have no more than 5 tokens. Overlapping matched spans were disambiguated according to which had the higher Jaccard similarity score. Additionally, we restricted QuickUMLS to only match spans with 3 or more characters. While this restriction would surely result in false negatives (FNs), preliminary experiments showed that allowing spans with less than 3 characters resulted in many false positives (FPs). In addition to these NER systems, we also evaluate the union of the spans predicted by the individual UMLSDS and iDISK systems. This evaluation indicates the total number of true positives (TPs) possible using both DS-focused term lists and the types of terms not represented by either.

Annotation of PubMed abstracts

```
(dietary supplement[MeSH Terms]) AND
(“annual review of nutrition”[Journal] OR
“advances in nutrition bethesda, md”[Journal] OR
“the american journal of clinical nutrition”[Journal] OR
```

Figure 1. Overview of the study. DS: dietary supplements; iDISK: integrated Dietary Supplements Knowledge base; NER: named-entity recognition; UMLS: Unified Medical Language System.
The numbers in the “UMLS Concepts” column indicate the number of unique UMLS concepts that correspond to the total number of matched atoms.

Table 1. Number and percentage of iDISK atoms and unique terms matched against the UMLS, UMLSDistilled, and UMLSDS term lists using both exact and normalized matching with LuiNorm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matched against</th>
<th>iDISK element</th>
<th>Exact match</th>
<th>+LuiNorm</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>UMLS concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UMLS</td>
<td>Atoms</td>
<td>27 992 (45.7)</td>
<td>+550 (+0.9)</td>
<td>28 542 (46.6)</td>
<td>10 716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unique Terms</td>
<td>12 744 (30.6)</td>
<td>+474 (+1.1)</td>
<td>13 218 (31.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMLSDistilled</td>
<td>Atoms</td>
<td>27 553 (45.0)</td>
<td>+524 (0.9)</td>
<td>28 077 (45.9)</td>
<td>8 684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unique Terms</td>
<td>12 397 (29.8)</td>
<td>+450 (+1.0)</td>
<td>12 847 (30.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMLSDS</td>
<td>Atoms</td>
<td>12 096 (19.7)</td>
<td>+407 (+0.7)</td>
<td>12 503 (20.4)</td>
<td>2 813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unique Terms</td>
<td>4899 (11.8)</td>
<td>+308 (+0.7)</td>
<td>5207 (12.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are n (%). The iDISK term list contains 61 228 atoms, corresponding to 41 628 unique DS ingredient terms. The percentages in the “Atoms” and “Unique Terms” rows are out of these totals, respectively. The numbers in the “UMLS Concepts” column indicate the number of unique UMLS concepts that correspond to the total number of matched atoms.

“critical reviews in food science and nutrition”[Journal] OR “nutrition reviews”[Journal]

The results were filtered to those published within the previous 5 years, resulting in 482 abstracts. After removing duplicates and abstracts containing no DS mentions according to a manual review, 351 abstracts remained.

The task of annotating the abstracts for DS mentions was split between 2 annotators with an MD (R.R.) and a PharmD (A.B.) degree. The initial annotation guidelines instructed the annotators to highlight a text span if it fits the definition of a DS according to the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (ie, it falls under “vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and herbs or botanicals, as well as other substances that can be used to supplement the diet”). These guidelines were then iteratively developed on a small subset of 10 abstracts to determine the best annotation for exceptional cases. Disagreements were ultimately resolved by a pharmacologist (J.R.B.). Once the guidelines were finalized, interannotator agreement was computed over 40 years, resulting in 482 abstracts. The results were filtered to those published within the previous 5 years, resulting in 482 abstracts. After removing duplicates and abstracts containing no DS mentions according to a manual review, 351 abstracts remained.

The initial annotation guidelines instructed the annotators to highlight a text span if it fits the definition of a DS according to the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (ie, it falls under “vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and herbs or botanicals, as well as other substances that can be used to supplement the diet”). These guidelines were then iteratively developed on a small subset of 10 abstracts to determine the best annotation for exceptional cases. Disagreements were ultimately resolved by a pharmacologist (J.R.B.). Once the guidelines were finalized, interannotator agreement was computed over 40 years, resulting in 482 abstracts. The results were filtered to those published within the previous 5 years, resulting in 482 abstracts. After removing duplicates and abstracts containing no DS mentions according to a manual review, 351 abstracts remained.

The evaluation of the QuickUMLS NER systems was performed against the gold standard annotations in the 351 PubMed abstracts described in the previous section. The precision, recall, and F1 score of each system were calculated based on the annotations. The QuickUMLS NER systems were evaluated against the gold standard annotations in the 351 PubMed abstracts described in the previous section. The precision, recall, and F1 score of each system were calculated based on the annotations.

To further compare system performance, we report the number of TP, FP, and FN according to both evaluation criteria, as well as the total number of predicted spans. We also presented an error analysis by manually reviewing the FPs and FNs.

**RESULTS**

**Coverage experiments**

The full UMLS term list contains 12 268 715 unique terms corresponding to 4 258 810 concepts. UMLSDistilled contains 2 738 437 unique terms corresponding to 1 275 143 concepts, and is about 30% of the full UMLS. UMLSDS contains 1 182 552 unique terms corresponding to 345 376 concepts, about 8% of the full UMLS. The iDISK term list contains 41 628 unique DS ingredient terms corresponding to 4101 concepts. Table 1 provides the number of iDISK atoms and unique terms that were matched to each of the UMLS term lists using exact matching as well as the number of matches gained from string normalization. We also report the total number of UMLS concepts matched per term list. It shows that iDISK matches a similar number of atoms and terms in the UMLS and UMLSDistilled term lists, even though UMLSDistilled contains only around 30% of the UMLS concepts. However, an additional 2000 UMLS concepts were matched in the UMLS term list over UMLSDistilled. A preliminary review suggests that many DS terms in iDISK are ambiguous when matched against the full UMLS. For example, “Aki” is correctly matched not only to the DS concept “Blighia sapida” (C0330978), but also to the non-DS concepts “Acute Kidney Injury” (C2609414) and “Kidney Failure, Acute” (C0022660), which include the acronym “AKI” among their atoms.

We further explored the concept alignment between iDISK and the UMLS term lists by calculating (1) the percentage of iDISK atoms per concept mapped to each UMLS term list (Figure 2) and (2) number of UMLS concepts in each term list matched per iDISK concept (Figure 3). Figure 2 shows that nearly all iDISK concepts have some, but not all, of their atoms mapped to the full UMLS and UMLSDistilled. However, half of the iDISK concepts (n = 2079) are entirely unmatched to UMLSDS. The heavy tailed distributions in Figure 3 show that many iDISK concepts are matched to multiple UMLS concepts.

**Qualitative analysis of unmatched iDISK terms**

Figure 2 shows that 839 of 4101 iDISK concepts had 100% of their atoms matched to the full UMLS. This suggests that the remaining 3258 iDISK concepts, which had between 1% and 99% of their atoms matched, contain novel lexical variants and synonyms of existing UMLS concepts. To investigate whether this is indeed the case, we performed a qualitative analysis to determine the type of terms missing in the UMLS but present in iDISK. As described in the Materials and Methods, an annotator (A.B.) manually reviewed a random subset of 1000 iDISK terms that were unmatched to the full UMLS, disambiguated each term to determine the best matching UMLS concept, and compared the iDISK term with the UMLS atoms of that concept to determine whether the iDISK term was an unmatched lexical variant of an existing UMLS term or an entirely novel synonym. Using the UMLS semantic types of the disambigu-
ated UMLS concepts, we determined their corresponding UMLS semantic group and compared these groups with the annotations. The results of this analysis are given in Table 2. In some cases, such as ambiguous acronyms or nonspecific plant parts, it was not possible to disambiguate a term. These cases were marked as “Ambiguous” and no variant type was annotated.

Table 2 shows that a majority ($n = 736$, around 73\%) of the unmatched iDISK terms are novel synonyms, rather than lexical variants, of UMLS concepts. A deeper review of the novel synonyms showed that they are often common or synonymous binomial names of plants. For instance, the UMLS concept C3927248 contains only the binomial name “Calea ternifolia” and no other synonyms, yet the manual review mapped approximately 50 unmatched iDISK terms to this concept, such as “bitter-grass” and “Calea rugosa.” The terms belonging to the “Chemicals and Drugs” semantic group were primarily different forms of chemical or molecular nomenclature.

As shown in Figure 2, only 4 iDISK concepts were completely unmatched to the UMLS. Two are indeed present in the UMLS, but there were no overlapping synonyms. For example, the UMLS contains the term “Paris polyphylla” (C1014802), but iDISK only contains “Paris polyphylla var. yunnanensis.” For 1 iDISK concept, “Hedera helix extract,” only more specific concepts are present in the UMLS, ie, “Hedera helix leaf extract” (C3255599) and “Hedera
helix flowering twig extract” (C3486554). Finally, 1 iDISK concept, “Wild Berry,” was too unspecific to be matched to any UMLS concept.

A number of UMLSDS concepts (339 559) were not matched to iDISK, potentially indicating DS concepts that iDISK does not cover. We manually reviewed 400 randomly sampled concepts (stratified by semantic types) from this unmatched set and identified that 152 (38%) were DS-related. Among these 152 concepts, only 15 were, in fact, DS ingredients that are missing from iDISK. Eighty were brand names of DS products and were not included in this analysis, which focused on ingredients (although iDISK does contain DS product names). Thirty-three had a corresponding iDISK concept, but no match was possible using our methods. Finally, 24 were general DS descriptions or blends, such as “Amino Acid/Electrolyte Mixture-based Dietary Supplement” (C4329299) and had no corresponding iDISK entry.

NER experiments

Table 3 reports the precision, recall, and F1 score for each NER system computed over all 351 PubMed abstracts. Figure 4 gives details on the distribution of these metrics across individual abstracts. In order to further evaluate the NER systems, we compare the number and type of predictions made by each system over all the abstracts in Table 4.

The iDISK system achieved much higher precision (0.51 lenient and 0.43 strict) than any other system, and nearly doubled the precision and type of predictions made by each system over all the abstracts in terms of F1 score. Table 4 shows that this was due to a large increase in FPs over the individual systems (eg, 9434 strict FPs by the Union system vs 7815 by UMLSDS), suggesting that the iDISK term list is more specialized than the others. Despite its specialization and significantly smaller vocabulary (0.3% the size of the full UMLS), iDISK obtained a competitive recall of 0.69 under the strict criterion, outperforming the full UMLS and tying with UMLSDistilled. It also achieved 0.82 recall under the lenient criterion.

The Union system, which takes predictions from both the iDISK and UMLSDS systems, failed to outperform either individual system in terms of F1 score. Table 4 shows that this was due to a large increase in FPs over the individual systems (eg, 9434 strict FPs by the Union system vs 7815 and 3427 FPs by the UMLSDS and iDISK systems, respectively). This suggests that the UMLSDS and iDISK systems make different types of errors, which is expected given that only 11.8% of the unique iDISK terms were found in the UMLSDS term list, according to the coverage experiments. The evaluation of the Union system also indicates the upper bound of the true positives (TPs) using both DS-focused term lists. Table 4 shows that the number of TP values are n (%).

Table 2. The distributions of variant type (“Lexical variant” or “Synonym”) and semantic group (“Chemicals and Drugs” or “Living Beings”) for 1000 manually reviewed iDISK terms that were unmatched to UMLSDistilled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexical variant</th>
<th>Synonym</th>
<th>Ambiguous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n = 241)</td>
<td>(n = 736)</td>
<td>(n = 23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chemicals and drugs 132 (55) 137 (19) —
Living beings 109 (45) 599 (81) —

Values are n (%).

Table 3. Precision, recall, and F1 score for the 5 QuickUMLS NER systems evaluated against the gold standard annotations from 351 PubMed abstracts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Criterion</th>
<th>QuickUMLS System</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenient</td>
<td>UMLSDistilled</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iDISK</td>
<td>0.51*</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.63*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Union</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.91*</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>UMLSDistilled</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iDISK</td>
<td>0.43*</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.53*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Union</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.77*</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


DISCUSSION

The UMLS has been used to create more effective and interoperable biomedical information systems. However, the current version of UMLS does not have a clear way (eg, via semantic types or relationships) to identify DS concepts, making it challenging for consumers, clinicians, and researchers to further search and explore DS related knowledge, such as usage, adverse events, and drug interactions. The difference in matched terms between iDISK and UMLSDS revealed 2867 concepts in the UMLS which are potentially missing a DS designation. These concepts include “Centaurium erythraea” (C3472714, used for GI discomfort and fever), “Barley” (C0450033, used for high cholesterol), and “Phellodendron amurense bark extract” (C3256251, used in traditional Chinese medicine as an anti-inflammatory and antioxidant). Additionally, 99% of iDISK concepts had 1 or more term matched to the UMLS, as it is the most specialized of the term lists in terms of precision (Figure 5B).

NER error analysis

We performed a qualitative error analysis by manually reviewing the following incorrect spans and categorizing the reasons they were incorrect, plotting the results in Figure 5: (1) all 413 FN spans missed by the Union system under the lenient evaluation, as these represent terms that are not covered by either UMLSDS or iDISK (Figure 5A); and (2) 424 of 2941 (14%) FP spans generated by the iDISK system, as it is the most specialized of the term lists in terms of precision (Figure 5B).
As shown in Figure 5A, a majority (72%) of the FNs were simply not present in either term list. Additionally, 20% of the FNs are due to our requirement that matched spans be at least 3 characters, meaning mentions such as “Fe” for iron are missed. A small number (8%) of FNs were due to tokenization issues. For example, “EPA” and “DHA” were annotated as distinct mentions in the gold standard for “EPA + DHA,” but QuickUMLS did not split on the “+,” treating the input as a single token that did not match any terms in either list.

Figure 5B shows that 39% of the FPs reviewed covered terms that are not, in fact, DS, such as “diet” and “salt.” A small number are DS terms but were too generic to be annotated in the gold standard, such as “enzymes.” Nearly half of the FPs should not have been predicted due to context. A majority of these contexts were

Table 4. The number of TP, FP, and FN predictions as well as the total number of predictions for each of the 4 QuickUMLS NER systems evaluated against the 351 gold standard PubMed abstracts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Criterion</th>
<th>QuickUMLS System</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Total predictions (=TP+FP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenient</td>
<td>UMLS</td>
<td>3577</td>
<td>41 795</td>
<td>333*</td>
<td>45 372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UMLS Distilled</td>
<td>3430</td>
<td>10 167</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>13 597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UMLSDS</td>
<td>3180</td>
<td>6881</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>10 061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iDISK</td>
<td>3044</td>
<td>2941*</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>5985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Union b</td>
<td>3982*</td>
<td>8308</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>12 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>UMLS</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>42 877</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>45 372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UMLS Distilled</td>
<td>2577</td>
<td>11 020</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>13 597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UMLSDS</td>
<td>2246</td>
<td>7815</td>
<td>1464</td>
<td>10 061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iDISK</td>
<td>2558</td>
<td>3427*</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>5985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Union b</td>
<td>2856*</td>
<td>9434</td>
<td>854*</td>
<td>12 290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For TPs, higher is better. For FPs and FNs, lower is better.
DS: dietary supplements; FN: false negative; FP: false positive; iDISK: integrated Dietary Supplements Knowledge base; NER: named-entity recognition; TP: true positive; UMLS: Unified Medical Language System.

*Best result.

bThe set union of the predictions made by the UMLSDS and iDISK systems.
Limitations and future work

One limitation of this work is the creation of the UMLS\textsubscript{DS} term list, which computes the transitive closure of the Dietary Supplement and Vitamin concepts following a similar work\textsuperscript{18,20}. However, the transitive closure produced a number of non-DS concepts. For example, \textit{Insulin} is incorrectly included in this list via the following path: Dietary Supplement (C0242295) \rightarrow Amino Acid Supplement (C0556082) \rightarrow Amino Acids (C0002520) \rightarrow Proteins (C0033684) \rightarrow Peptide Hormone (C0597192) \rightarrow Insulin (C0021641). Future work could be to manually filter non-DS concepts from this list, to obtain a more accurate comparison between iDISK and the UMLS. Another limitation is that we only used exact and normalized matching to align iDISK to the UMLS. This may limit our estimate of the coverage of DS terms in UMLS. In the future, we may extend the coverage analysis by adapting existing methods, including partial matching\textsuperscript{18,27,28} and embedding methods\textsuperscript{29}.

The goal of the NER experiments was to isolate and evaluate the effective differences between the term lists for the identification of DS mentions, rather than to evaluate QuickUMLS as a practical solution for DS NER. While QuickUMLS provided a fast and interpretable framework for carrying out these experiments, our error analysis showed that its limited ability to account for context produced a number of FP predictions. The NER results given here are thus lower than what could likely be achieved using state-of-the-art machine learning methods, such as BioBERT\textsuperscript{30}. It is important to note, however, that such methods would require a significant amount of annotated training data, whereas QuickUMLS requires none. Once such a training dataset is compiled, future work would be to compare the effects of these different term lists on this NER task using these more robust machine learning methods. Finally, we did not characterize coverage relationships between the UMLS and iDISK, as it was out of the scope of this work, which focused on term and concept coverage. However, relationships are an integral part of both the UMLS and iDISK, so such an investigation is important future work.

CONCLUSION

The UMLS currently contains no resource dedicated to the growing domain of DS. This work assessed the need for enriching the UMLS with additional DS terms and concepts, using iDISK, which contains a terminology of DS ingredient terms. We found that although concept overlap between iDISK and the UMLS is high, iDISK contains many additional DS terms, and that most of these missing terms are entirely novel synonyms of UMLS concepts, rather than lexical variants of existing terms. Furthermore, the iDISK terminology outperformed (in precision and F1 score) the UMLS Metathesaurus when used for a DS NER task, demonstrating the value of a more specialized DS representation for information extraction and retrieval tasks in the DS domain. Together, these results demonstrate the value of enriching the DS coverage in the UMLS.
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